Abstract: Nine new short period variable stars have been discovered in the direction of the open cluster Cr464 in Camelopardalis. The field was observed using Tzec Maun Observatory's telescope AP-180. Two new variable stars were classified as pulsating stars (RRab and RRc types). The other seven stars are binary systems. One of them is of ELL-type, four binaries were recognized as EW-type, and two systems are rather short period EA-type binaries. All new variables were registered in the VSX catalogue.
Observations
The field centered on R.A. = 05 h 30 m 19.1 s , Dec = +72
• 57 ′ 30 ′′ has been chosen for searching for new variable stars due to a lack of known variables in it. Unfiltered CCD observations were made on 12 nights between 22.02.2010 and 19.03.2010 using remotely controlled AP-180 Astro-Physical refractor (D = 180mm, F = 1317mm) of Tzec Maun Observatory (New Mexico, USA), and CCD camera SBIG STL-11000. The field of view was 87.5 ′ × 58.3 ′ , the resolution 2.627 ′′ /pixel. We had no opportunity to use any photometric filter. However, the maximum quantum efficiency of the camera sensor is close to the standard R c -band (Virnina 2010). Exposure duration was 180 sec on all nights. All images were processed with dark frames and flat fields. Altogether we collected 438 images, fit for photometric study.
Comparison stars
During three nights the field of view overlapped the field of RR Cam. Thus, five reference stars (listed in the Table 1 ) were chosen to create a "secondary standard". The magnitudes of these five stars were measured by APASS (AAVSO). Three other stars close to the center of our field were measured photometrically relative to the ensemble of five reference stars on 46 best images. R c -band magnitudes were used for photometry processing. These three stars were used as comparison stars for ensemble measuring of all new variables. The information about comparison stars is listed in the Table 2 . Location of these stars is shown in the Fig. 1 .
Searching for new variable stars
We searched for new variable stars using the software package C-Munipack (Motl 2007) , based on the SExtractor routine (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . To identify possible variable stars among all stars in the field with SN R > 3, we created a RM S-scatter versus mean magnitude diagram. The fainter objects tend to have larger scatter. Those objects, which deviate from this relation, are good candidates to be variable stars. False positives could also be caused by either the presence of a close companion, or a bright star in the vicinity of the object, or a galaxy, or image defect etc. Nine new short-period (P < 1d) variable stars were discovered in the searched field. Two of them were recognized as pulsating variables, the other seven -as close binary systems. We've also searched for long period variables, using the images from different sets, but haven't found any. All coordinates of new variable stars were taken from the USNO-B1.0 catalog (Monet et al. 2003) . Once the photometric parameters were determined, new variable stars were submitted and approved in the VSX catalogue of variable stars, maintained by AAVSO.
Photometric parameters of new variable stars
The time-dependent light curves (HJD based on UTC) of newly discovered variable stars were searched for periodic variation of brightness using the method by Lafler & Kinman (1965) implemented in the Peranso v2.20 software (Vanmunster 2007) . When approximate periods were determined, the FDCN program (Andronov 1994 (Andronov , 2003 was used, which computes the coefficients of the statistically optimal trigonometric polynomials using the least squares method routine and differential corrections for the period. It determines the period value and initial epoch with corresponding errors estimates. The coordinates, USNO-B1.0 and VSX numbers of new variable stars are listed in Table 3 , while all photometric parameters with their errors, and presumed types of variability are summarized in the Table 4 . The precision of the photometric measurements could be evaluated as a standard deviation between comparison stars:
VSX J052543.6+722840
The period of USNO-B1.0 1624-0065083=VSX J052543.6+722840 is P = 0
To determine the depths of minima, we calculated the coefficients of approximating algebraic polynomials using MCV software (Andronov & Baklanov 2004) . The optimal degrees of the polynomials were s = 4 for both minima. This approximation yielded that minima are nearly equal (min I = 16
. 021). The location of this variable is marked in Fig. 2 , and the phase curve is shown in Fig. 3 . Despite the fact that the period is rather short, but taking into account that the eclipses are narrow (their corresponding durations are 0.135φ and 0.179φ), we classified this binary as EA-type (Algol). . 005), or in fact equal within the errors, and one may assume that the primary minimum is actually the secondary one and vice versa. Taking into account the shape of the phase curve ( Fig. 5 ) and other photometric characteristics of this binary system, we classified it as EW-type binary.
VSX J052916.7+723300
The position of USNO-B1.0 1625-0065763 = VSX J052916.7+723300 is indicated in Fig. 6 . The phase curve of this variable star is not covered completely (Fig. 7) . However, we found the period of variability P = 0 . 004. As there are two minima and two maxima on the phase curve, we assumed that this variable star is a binary system. However, there is no evidence that this binary is eclipsing, the curve is sinusoidal. In such systems the variability is caused only by the geometry of the components. Thus, we classified this variable as ELL-type star.
VSX J053044.4+725113
Another EA system, USNO-B1.0 1628-0064829 = VSX J053044.4+725113, has an even shorter period
.00002. The location of this star is shown in Fig. 8 . To determine magnitudes in maximum and minima, we approximated corresponding parts of the phase curves by the algebraic polynomials of the optimal degree s = 4 using MCV software: max = 14 (Fig. 9) one may see the reflection effect. Such short period is quite uncharacteristic for Algol-type binaries, however the photometric features of the phase curve suggest that this star is EA-type. (Fig. 11. ) These parameters are quite characteristic for RRab pulsating stars.
VSX J053300.0+732726
The variable star USNO-B1.0 1634-0053325 = VSX J053300.0+732726 is again a binary system. Its position is marked in Fig. 12 , the phase curve is shown in Fig. 13 . The period of this star is
.00005. The magnitudes in both minima were determined using MCV software by approximating the phase curve in minima with the algebraic polynomials of the optimal degree s = 6: min I = 15 
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